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the new
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of the work of the same title published in 1962 by TH tsien professor
emeritus of chinese studies and curator emeritus of the east asian library at the university of
chicago will be a tremendously popular reference tool on the reference shelves of research
libraries of the world and a welcome addition to ever increasing literature in the history of book
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revised english edition was based with numerous
vised
additions of new data available since then in the last three years there appeared four
monographs with three revised editions along with the present new english language edition a
chinese one has been published in 2002 in shanghai by shanghai shu dian and a reprint edition
published in the series nishiji
century library in 2004 also in shanghai
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another edition of prof tsiens
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2nd
ad edition
the structure of the 2d

remains the same as that of the first one but it has incorporated
many of recent archaeological discoveries and other information gathered since the late 1950s up
till the year 2000 such as the early zhou oracle bones excavated at the anyang
anbang site numerous
bronzes bamboo and wooden tablets from the warring states qin and han dynasties the
mawangdui silk records and ancient paper specimens discovered at various sites of the country
the incorporated information includes more recent archaeological discoveries as early as 1970s
such as the finds at xiaotun village in 1971 and as late as those discovered in the 1990s such as
yenxu museum in 1991 these are recorded both in texts and
ofyinxu
yinxu
huayuanzhang south of
footnotes as well as summarized in appendix A entitled major archaeological discoveries
1899 2000
A chronology of chinese culture books and writing and an extensive
18992000
bibliography are also included

the introduction provides a discussion on the legacy of early

chinese records their value as the
carrier of a civilization in its continuity and a medium of communication and the social and
intellectual factors underlying their development within a chronological framework the chinese
writing prior to the time of confucius consisted primarily of records used to communicate with
the spirits official documents and collected works from the warring states period on
institutional reforms and popular education generated various schools such as the confucians
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etc in the form of private writings and collections and with the far
reaching impact of buddhism on the chinese thought religion and scholarship religious
literature became popular the increasing demand for religious literature ultimately stimulated
the development of printing
the taoists cosmologists

chapters of the book are arranged by medium the most commonly used during early
periods were bones and shells metals and clay stone and jade silk and paper the origin
nature and characteristics of each material types of the material methods of inscribing contents
and arrangement of inscriptions are described in detail with examples of archaeological
discoveries included is also a chapter on the origin and evolution of the various writing tools
and vehicles explaining the characteristics of chinese writing the nature of the materials and
tools of writing and physical and psychological factors in writing

the

the conclusion summarizes

the contents of the work and provides generalizations and
interpretations of various topics of general interest such as types of writing material
transmission of ancient literature dates of different inscriptions development of the chinese
book methods of writing and duplication styles of chinese script growth of vocabulary order
of chinese writing and the development of chinese culture books and writing was placed in the
context of social and intellectual development

parts of the book have been written
and re edited several headings of chapters and
re
rewritten
have been revised such as chapter 7 which has been changed to paper and paper
subheadings
sub
headings
manuscripts from quasi paper and paper manuscript the text also includes a tract on the
3rd
S
character zhi paper on a ard
century BC bamboo tablet these changes reflect the authors
revised view on the material of early paper and its definition based on more recent discoveries
and scientific examination of old specimens

romanization of personal and geographical names and special terms has been converted from
thepmyin system several illustrations of newly discovered objects have replaced
wade giles to thepinyin
older ones the glossary the bibliography and the index have been expanded

the 2 nd

edition is further enhanced by the 26 page afterword
after word by edward shaughnessy lorraine
herrlee G creel professor of early chinese studies at the university of chicago entitled
paleographic discoveries in china since 1960 which serves as a complement to the work and
was written in the same framework it follows the outline of the major media of early chinese
texts surveys most important paleographic discoveries by medium and recent important results
of scholarship in the field professor shaughnessy succinctly points out that the significance of
this new publication is that while the ist
it edition was perfectly timed to synthesize the results of
several decades of discovery and research in the field of chinese paleography in the first half of
and edition is just as timely in terms of the remarkable archaeological
the twentieth century the 2nd
discoveries and scholarly developments that have taken place during the second half of the
century even though the field has expanded so vastly and it would be impossible to synthesize
all the discoveries of recent years in detail
J and

xueqin
li xuequn

director of institute of history chinese academy of social sciences in his foreword

welcomes the new edition and affirms its usefulness for researchers for the years to come
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and edition a
as the 1Iist edition has become a classic in the study of chinese civilization the 2nd
testimonial to the authors legendary productive publishing activities and prestigious reputation
as one of the most outstanding scholars in the history of chinese books and inscriptions will
similarly provide a significant and useful guidance for researchers of chinese book history and

civilization
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